
Hi, it's me, Krist!
I'm a virtual hero/Spokesperson of the FreeTon 
I am good at financial study and Cryptokitties!



I help Tonlabs!
I notify all users and validators about the news.



Here I am. Crystally shining!

Completely made of pixels and vectors
I was born in 2020 in the web-land.
And actually, Tonlabs helped me to
be born and I'm grateful for it. 
I'm fond of watching their streams 
and I follow their every update. 
I am funny and cheerful girl. 



 Also, I'm trying to take part in every contest together with other participants!

Unfortunately, I don't always do it well. ....



I also helped in the testing 
of the smart contract at the DePool contest.

    hard work~



Hey, I have a kitty named Catchain!

He is great guy!
And he enjoys to walk 

on the chains 
like the cat from the poem 
of the great Russian writer 

A.S.Pushkin!



 Also, I would like to tell
 you about Governance 2.0.

 It is the platform, which helps
 to make important desicionsfor the network!

 It uses smart-contracts for a control.

Smart-contracts are a programms and
decentralized programming-like desicion making

methods in some tasks.

 am really love procents :))



By the way, I have FreeTon supercard!
Look at this handsome cutie!



 I am free crystally and I love to fly in clouds
 and surf on the internet waves.



The virtual Hero’s philosophy:
Krist belongs to the internet universe and consists of pixels and a binary code.
In her environment, she can do anything, including moving through wires,
codes and clouds. Krist is a young AI with a huge number of possibilities,
but she is attached only to her "parents" which are TonLabs. She is faithful,
and wants to help them in every possible way.
She can also become a part of the community heart,
she is interested in the lives of users and wants to help Free Ton with them. 

Krist appears as a little girl with a crystal sparkling raincoat,
black shorts, socks and gray leggings.
There is a diamond-shaped pendant hanging on the strand of her hair,
as well as on her neck.



Roadmap vision:
• Krist can be a virtual assistant on the site,
or an avatar for a chatbot, where users can ask 
her questions they are interested in. AI programming

• Development of an animated avatar for an interaction with the community

• Convert 2D to 3D format, possibly a character animation for video materials.

Virtual character control:
(left to the community)

tg:  @PYRORONCHINO


